Meerkats at Paris
Introduction

I am Lucy the Meerkat. I have friends. My friends are Scorp, Milip, Beet, and me. Scorp has Scorpion power and Milip has Milipede power and Beet has Beetle power and I have luck.
One fine Friday morning we were sleeping. And suddenly the phone rang. Beet picked it up. It was the professor.

"Secret Mission Beet. I have found a case. Meet me at 4 o'clock." Said the professor.

Beet hung up. "Oh My Gosh." Said Beet. "4 o'clock that is in a half an hour! Guys wake up."

"What?" Said Lucy, Scorp, and Milip.

"Because we need to meet professor." Said Beet.

"Why? the others said.

"We are on a case" said Beet.
So in a minute they drove to the professor's house.

"Good. All of you are here. I have to go to a wedding so I thought I'd call you. You have to go to Paris. I just discovered a missing jewel. Quick, get in your time machine and go to when the robbery happened," said the professor.
So the little group got in the time machine and went through time. Soon they were in Paris. Right in front of the Eiffel tower was Alexander Eiffel. Mr. Eiffel was talking to one of his tower workers. The worker was none other than Bob Rodgers who was the meerkats' enemy.

They felt weird when they saw Bob Rodgers. "Hmmm... they said, "Is he the robber?"

Listening to the accordion, the little meerkat gang skipped off to their hotel. They stayed at Hotel Sofia. The little gang unpacked.

Then they found the Jewelry Shop in the Louvre. And right there was Bob Rodgers in the Louvre.
"Quick," said Milip, "get the scorpions!" Scorp used his super power and suddenly two scorpions appeared. The scorpions attacked Bob Rodgers and the police arrived.
Soon behind the bars, was Bob Rodgers. And now the meerkats got their stuff at Hotel Sofia and went back home. There they had a party because they solved the case, and the next day, professor came back and they had another party. The End